
Visualizations , whether we realize it or not , surround

us and are part and parcel of the fabric of our everyday

lives . From weather reports to emotive statistics

conveyed in news stories , visualizations profoundly

shape our cognitive awareness and understanding of

reality . But how can social science researchers use

them to their advantage? 

 

You might be familiar with graphs and infographics ,

but visualizations that are interactive , allowing the

user to play with and make sense of the data

themselves , are a powerful tool to have in your

research arsenal . They allow you to present and

interpret complex data efficiently , presenting a story

from your data . 

 

All of the information you 're going to find in this eBook

has been extracted from the online course , Interactive

Visualization with R , and is presented here by course

instructor Martin John Hadley .   
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Save 25%! We're pleased to offer you an exclusive 25% discount on

Martin's course, Interactive Visualization with R for Social Scientists.

Use promo code INTVIZ in the checkout process to claim your

discount. 

Martin is a Research Technology Specialist at the University of Oxford

specializing in data visualization.  Martin is helping to launch a data

visualization service for researchers and is experienced in teaching

data science skills to social scientists.

https://campus.sagepub.com/interactive-visualization-with-r-for-social-scientists
https://campus.sagepub.com/interactive-visualization-with-r-for-social-scientists


 

Data in a table or spreadsheet is valuable , but as human beings , seeing patterns or being

able to summarize tabular data can be challenging . Visualizations allow us to do exactly

that – create a visual representation of the data , giving us a chance to see it and interpret

complex data efficiently at a glance . 

 

Now , let ’s consider the implications of making those visualizations interactive . It might

seem that making content and data interactive is more about keeping up with trends , but

actually adding interactivity to your visualizations is profoundly powerful . Interactive

visualizations enable the following benefits : 

3 Benefits of Interactive Visualization
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Interactivity allows us to pose multiple questions per visualization – allowing us

to switch axes or to add confabulating factors, which could be very useful for

survey data, and allowing viewers to break down responses to a specific

question by gender, age or perhaps occupation. 

Focus on detail

User experience

Interactivity allows users to zoom into a visualization – physically selecting an

area of interest and blowing up that area of the chart. Hover information is also

incredibly useful – if you’re building a choropleth that visualizes the relative

populations of different countries, allowing users to hover over a country to get

the exact population value is much more useful than simply providing a color

gradient legend. 

Interactivity is particularly powerful when you allow users to select points or

series in a chart and for a summary of the relevant data to appear. This allows

us to build clean looking visualizations that are actually very rich and provide a

tool for viewers to explore the data as little or as much as they’re interested. 
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Multiple questions



THINGS TO DO

Which interactive viz tools can  

be used for social science research?

TIDYVERSE 

R MARKDOWN 

Use R Markdown to communicate the findings of your research: 

 

An important part of social science is to disseminate and communicate the findings of

one’s research and data visualizations are a very powerful way to do this. But of course

they rarely speak for themselves. Instead they have to be accompanied by written text

to provide context, explanation, and documentation. R Markdown is a convenient

package for producing papers, presentations, and reports that offers seamless

integration of text and visualizations. 

VISNETWORK

To investigate data and tell a story with it requires a process and a reliable set

of tools. Here is an explanation of how 3 interactive viz tools can be applied to

social science research.  There are of course other tools as well, but for now

these are a good place to start!

Use Tidyverse for preparing your

data before analysis: 

 

Social scientists use data from all

kinds of sources. Some data may

come from secondary sources,

others you will have collected

yourself. Unfortunately different

sources will usually provide the

data in different formats.

Therefore one of the first

challenges in any social science

project is to prepare the data so

that it is easy to analyze. The

many functions provided by the

Tidyverse package will help you

with this. 

 

Build interactive visualizations

of networks: 

 

Social science is inherently

interested in the relations

between actors and often uses

networks to describe these

relations. Here the nodes of a

network are the social actors and

the edges of a network describe

the social relation of interest. A

lot can be learned about the

relations between actors by

building interactive visualizations

of these networks, which is where

the visNetwork package will help

you. 

 



Why visualize data? 

What is a reproducible data visualization workflow?  

How can we interactively visualize social science data with R? 

What kind of social science datasets can be worked with using R?

How can R and visualizations be combined together to create data stories? 

 

SEE HOW AN INTERACTIVE  

VISUALIZATION IS CREATED IN RSTUDIO

Click here, or visit goo.gl/uvAAKE to watch the webinar  

Tip:   

This webinar was presented live in March 2018, therefore the first few minutes of the webinar

cover information that you don't need to know, such as what to do if there are technical

problems. You can bypass all of the boring stuff by skipping forward to 5 minutes and 17 seconds

in! 

We've considered the benefits of interactive visualizations and the tools that social scientists

can use, so now let's look at creating visualizations in a bit more detail...  

 

In this 60 minute webinar, I'll demonstrate how to create an interactive visualization live in

RStudio. I'll also cover the following important topics:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iK9FgNrWk8w&index=19&list=PLk09ghfVLsNNkupPbvIefas4r8ZyQv6K0&t=2272s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iK9FgNrWk8w&index=19&list=PLk09ghfVLsNNkupPbvIefas4r8ZyQv6K0&t=2272s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iK9FgNrWk8w&index=19&list=PLk09ghfVLsNNkupPbvIefas4r8ZyQv6K0&t=2272s


T A K E  Y O U R  V I S U A L I Z A T I O N S  

T O  T H E  N E X T  L E V E L  

MODULE  1 -  TOOLKIT  

MODULE  2 -  GETT ING  READY  

 

MODULE  3 -  INTERACT IVE  CHARTS  AND  MAPS  

 

MODULE  4 -  SHINY  BASICS  AND  R  MARKDOWN  

 

J O I N  I N T E R A C T I V E  V I S U A L I Z A T I O N  W I T H  R  F O R  S O C I A L  S C I E N T I S T S

In the online course Interactive Visualization with R, I will show you how to present and interpret

complex data efficiently. Working in R, I will teach you how to present a story from your data,

and demonstrate the tools and techniques needed to produce effective interactive

visualizations.  

In module 1 you'll gain an overview of interactive visualization, and learn how to set up the

various toolkits you’ll be using throughout the course 

In module 2 you will learn:  

In module 3 you will learn:  

The typical workflow for interactive visualizations and reports  

How to plan a story, what needs to be considered when planning visualizations and

reports 

How to get data ready for visualization, along with a simple exercise 

How to prepare data using Tidyverse and produce a simple bar chart with Plotly 

How to produce charts with Plotly  

How to produce charts with Highcharter and compare them to Plotly  

How to make an interactive map with Leaflet and Plotly 

How to produce a network chart using Tibbles and visNetwork 

Module 4 looks at: 

Outputting htmlwidget charts in Shiny 

Adding and configuring controls

Controlling when variables update, and publishing your app

Creating an R Markdown document and how to create the right type of document for your

report 

Adding charts, code chunks and Shiny apps 

Publishing R markdown documents 

Sign up for the next cohort of the online course at campus.sagepub.com!

Remember to use the promo code "INTVIZ" to save 25%.

https://campus.sagepub.com/interactive-visualization-with-r-for-social-scientists
https://campus.sagepub.com/interactive-visualization-with-r-for-social-scientists
https://campus.sagepub.com/interactive-visualization-with-r-for-social-scientists

